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Elegant, flexible and secure: modern access 

solutions take building security to a new level 

The demands placed on modern buildings are constantly increasing - and with them 

the requirements for access control as an indispensable component of comprehensive 

building security. However, the wishes of building owners, architects and integrators 

are very individual - both in terms of technology and design. So it's good when 

solutions can be integrated into any security concept as flexibly, stylishly and scalably 

as the universal readers in the Secustos product family from sesamsec.

The following features set new standards in access control: 

#1 Flexibility:

The Secustos readers are universal devices that support almost any LF or HF RFID 

transponder technology and also mobile credentials that use Near-Field Communication 

(NFC) or Bluetooth® Low Energy (BLE). This not only allows integrators to choose 

between all currently used technologies, but they can also easily integrate the readers into 

existing concepts and thus offer future-proof solutions. 

#2 Simple installation and commissioning:

Proven cable connection technology and mounting frames ensure simple installation. The 

design-oriented readers are among the flattest systems on the market and can be 

installed on the wall or in a flush-mounted box. Numerous interface options including 

OSDP and Wiegand guarantee seamless integration. Thanks to pre-configured settings, 

the innovative Seco app ensures smooth and fast installation and significantly reduces 

the (time) effort for installers.  



#3 Stylish and robust:

The wall readers in the Secustos family have an attractive flat housing made of high-

quality glass and metal in light silver and classic gray. Not only do they look good, 

they are also extremely robust and can withstand wind and weather. Customers can 

choose whether they want to use the devices with or without an integrated keypad. 

#4 Secure: 

Secustos offers customers the greatest possible security - both physically and in 

virtual space. The devices feature OSPD encryption as well as an integrated 

proximity sensor and a tamper switch. S

# 5 Future-proof:

The Secustos system can be easily kept up to date both remotely and on site. The 

SecoTool makes it easy to configure and adapt the firmware, while the mobile Seco 

app supports quick on-site configuration via an Android device. 

#6 Service-oriented:

Secustos readers are supported by a comprehensive range of professional services 

that facilitate installation, configuration and management. With the help of cloud-

based tools for "Physical Access Control-as-a-Service" (PACaaS) or its partner portal, 

sesamsec offers unparalleled partner support to ensure a smooth implementation 

of the access solution.

As an innovative access control solution, Secustos combines maximum security, 

flexibility and user-friendliness to meet the unique requirements of each customer 

with a customized and scalable system. And thus provides the optimal answer to the 

increasing demands placed on modern buildings in the digital transformation.

More information you can find here. (https://www.sesamsec.com/int/). 
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